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	Great expectations…



Expectations

TK/K	is	a	very	basic	soccer	experience	designed	to	be	fun	and	help	ease	kids	into	the	
game	of	soccer	(or	team	sports	in	general).	There	is	usually	a	wide	gap	in	ability	levels	
and	the	main	focus	is	on	encouraging	all	the	kids	on	the	team	to	engage	in	play	
without	fear	and	to	focus	on	having	fun.	Kids	can	progress	quite	a	bit	in	just	the	first	
year	but	it’s	a	very	inconsistent	week	to	week.	

General	experience:
• There	are	no	goalies	and	only	4	players	per	team	on	the	field	at	once
• We	don’t	keep	score	or	go	for	the	win	by	trying	to	get	our	better	players	the	ball
• We	try	to	encourage	all	players	equally	to	participate	in	the	game	in	both	attack	

and	defense
• We	focus	on	good	sportsmanship	and	respect	for	our	opponents
• Players	will	have	a	hard	time	focusing	and	paying	attention
• They	will	forget	the	rules	and	what	direction	their	goal	is
• They	will	get	tired	quickly	but	will	also	recover	quickly
• Some	players	can	take	awhile	to	warm	up	to	the	experience	(won’t	chase	the	ball	

or	try	to	kick	it	when	close).	We	won’t	push	them	too	hard	on	this	but	will	continue	
to	encourage	the	entire	team	to	include	them	like	everyone	else	(keep	passing	
them	the	ball)	until	they	want	to	participate.	No	stress.

As	far	as	the	progression	of	skills	we	will	focus	on	learning:
• Basic	comfort	and	coordination	to	kick	the	ball	with	either	foot.	
• We	encourage	players	when	they	get	control	of	the	ball	to	react	quickly	regardless	

of	the	situation
• Passing	is	usually	a	bit	advanced	for	this	age	but	we	will	encourage	a	basic	level	for	

this	once	players	get	comfortable	with	the	flow	of	the	game.	At	first	it’s	just	getting	
them	to	move	quickly	when	they	get	the	ball	at	their	feet.

• Positional	play	(forward	vs	defense)	and	spacing	isn’t	very	well	defined.	Players	will	
migrate	towards	where	they	are	comfortable	on	the	field	regardless	of	how	we	set-
up.

• Approaching	the	ball	to	tackle	(get	it	from	the	other	team)	with	confidence	and	in	
a	safe	way

• Not	to	give	up	on	the	play	(meaning	that	if	you	miss	the	ball	to	keep	trying	to	get	
it).	Young	players	can	get	easily	discouraged	if	other	players	are	naturally	better	at	
play	than	they	are.	They	get	embarrassed	after	mistakes.	We’ll	try	to	get	them	to	
focus	on	doing	their	best	regardless	of	skill	level	and	to	stick	with	the	play.

Ultimately	- the	majority	of	the	time	with	this	age	group	they	will	all	be	bunched	up	
together.	But	as	long	as	we	can	develop	the	confidence	for	all	players	to	engage	in	the	
game,	they	will	learn	through	playing	and	be	better	prepared	to	play	more	complex	
soccer	in	future	seasons.		



League Format

• Rec league – DYSA is a recreational league with a focus on player 
development and growth over playing to win. The strategy is to achieve 
both of course through developing the strongest team.

• Age group rules
• 4 v 4 - 6 minute quarters 
• Kick-ins instead of throw ins
• No Off-sides; No goalies; No heading; No score kept
• Restarts (goal kick, kick in, corner kick, kickoff)

• No aggressive defense on restarts. Allow the offensive team to 
progress with the ball before defenders can press (especially on 
goal kicks).

• Players can dribble on a restart without making a pass. 
• Players can pass backwards on a kickoff
• Allow at least 10 feet from the restart for the nearest defender. 
• No face guarding offensive players by defenders on restarts. 

Allow them to get the ball in before applying the press.

• Developing ball skills and awareness – The main goal of this 
age group is to get everyone comfortable on the ball and ready to react as 
the game changes. It’s a scrum with lots of action. The players who react 
when the ball breaks free are the ones who will be able to capitalize and 
run down the field to score. 

• Fitness – Younger players are already limber and don’t need to run for 
fitness. Light stretching only and no laps.

• Injuries –
• Most injuries come from collisions from 2 players going for the same 

ball. Communicate to larger, more aggressive players to not push or 
cause collisions. Teach to get the ball through skill versus force. 

• Please be very diligent after an injury to remove the player from the 
game until such time as you can determine there are no lingering 
effects. 



	Keeping perspective…



Coaching Approach

• Keep it simple is best – ‘Soccer is a simple game but playing it 
simply is the hardest thing there is.’ – Johann Cryuff

• Critical thinking sport
• Technique is important but decision making is more crucial. Players 

should try different things and not always look to you for the ”right 
answer”. Encourage them to work it out.

• Don’t overly stop practices or games to try to explain things
• Teach players to take responsibility for play. Make something happen. 

They shouldn’t defer to a stronger player to make the play (offensive 
or defensive). 

• Player confidence – Most of play in soccer doesn’t result in a score. 
Players will all turn the ball over – A LOT. Teach them to keep trying to 
make the right play. Keep working hard for the team. Don’t let them get 
negative on themselves or other teammates no matter what. 

• Individual play – Passing is the most brilliant aspect of soccer. But it’s 
too much for this age group to focus on. Teach them primarily to try to run 
down the field with the ball. If they get in trouble, kicking to space is a proxy 
pass. But overly teaching ball movement is likely to stifle the instinct to 
dribble which is the main skill we want to reinforce.

• Defense? – Defense wins championships for sure. But at this age it 
can also stifle developing players if done too aggressively. We don’t 
suggest teams play no defense, but please do not over coach players to 
pack it in to block the goal. They should try to win the ball on the field and if 
not, ok if a goal goes in. As long as they keep trying for the ball their 
defensive should be effective enough.

• No big kicks – All players should try to dribble and score. No big boots 
up the field! No safety first! Teach them to make a soccer move even if they 
aren’t always going to be successful. Plus, a lot of injuries come from a 
player kicking the ball hard into another player from close range. 

	



Managing the team

• Preparation –
• We are all busy. Make sure to spend some time before each game day 

thinking through how you are going to manage the practice time/ game
• Communicate to parents any logistics or reminders. Reinforce their 

need to be on time. 
• Be at the field 15 minutes early to each game to help coordinate set-

up. Don’t ever be late. 

• Equipment –
• DYSA will provide ball bags for you to pick up at the locker before 

each game. We play with a size 3 ball. Each player should have a 
good ball that they can practice with at the field.

• Make sure players have gear that fits them. Very important to have 
shoes that fit, comfortable socks, comfortable shin guards and uniform 
shirt/ shorts that are appropriate for practice/ games.

• Make sure no players have any jewelry/ watches, etc. before playing. 
Remind parents to take care of this before coming to the field. 

• Make sure players bring water – At least one player forgets 
every game.

• Ask parents to help the kids be mentally ready – pre-
play food, sleep, screen time, etc. –

• You can’t control what kids do before they show up but tired and 
hungry players are not going to have fun running for an hour. Please 
ask parents to make sure that the players are well fed and ready to go 
when they get to the field.

• No phones at the field EVER. Players need to be focused on what 
they are going to do, not distracted by their parents screen.



Running Practice

• Objective – To engage every player so that they are progressing in 
some way week to week. 

• Participation – Getting a player to stand out on the field with their 
teammates.

• Understanding – Player understands the basic premise of what is 
going on (drill or game)

• Engagement – Actively into the flow of the drill, game. Trying to get the 
ball. Not giving up or deferring to others.

• Success – Player makes a dribble past someone, tackles the ball 
away or hopefully scores a goal. This reinforces whatever they have 
been trying

• Skills progression – As the season unfolds we will hopefully see a 
good progression of the above states by all players. 

• First few games - total chaos with lots of explaining what to do for 
every restart. Just focus on getting everyone involved even if the play 
is sloppy.

• Middle games – Eventually the team will develop a rhythm and 
anticipate practice and game situations. Try to keep the confidence 
high for those who have not yet had much success in games.

• Last few games – These games will actually feel competitive. Your 
team will be playing together and almost all the kids will be engaged.

• Coaching Demeanor –
• Energy – With little kids the energy you bring is even more important 

that what you say. Keep it positive, active and fun.
• Attention span – Kids this age have short attention spans, natural 

enthusiasm and can only follow a limited set of directions. So don’t 
over talk things. 

• Roll with it – That great drill you thought so hard about is falling apart. 
As long as the kids are active and have a ball at their feet feel free to 
go off script to keep the flow. 

• Teach respect –
• Make sure the players all are showing respect to each other, their 

opponents and most importantly, themselves. 



Running Practice

• Drills
1. Fast dribbling -

• Have players run without the ball to realize how fast they are
• Then have them try to match that speed with the ball. Yes, they 

will kick it way out front but that is better than slowing down and 
trying to be too precise.

• Don’t make them run far. The goal is to get them to come up to 
speed for a few steps and have some control over the ball.

• Once every player can run at speed at goal, delay a defender to 
try to “chase them down”. This reinforces that when you get a 
break away you don’t slow down.

2. Striking a moving ball
• Running on to a rolling ball and striking the ball at the sweat spot.
• Coaches roll the balls to them and then they run onto it one at a 

time aiming for the goal.
• Focus on contact point and motion over leg power. 
• Vary it up by having them dribble first or adding a pass (from 

coach or player) before they take their strike!
3. Traffic cone drill

• Players dribble to right or left of the coach in a narrow channel. 
• Goal is to get them to change direction while dribbling
• Players should try a speed move on the outside or also learn how 

to cut the ball back when that path gets taken away.
4. Defending drill

• Teach players how to wait for the attacker to commit to one side 
before trying to steal the ball.

• Coaches (first) run at players and get the player to try to steal the 
ball. If they dive in make them miss. If they are patient let them 
steal the ball. Have them dribble out of the situation before the 
drill ends.

• Players should always come to the ball. Don’t ever allow players 
to drop back and guard the goal mouth. No goalies!



Running Practice

• Drills
5. Rondo

• Players make a circle with about an arms length between them
• Ball is passed between players with 1 or 2 touch (controlled 

touches) 
• Coach stands in the middle and puts very light pressure on 

players to make the pass. 
• Players play keep away from the coach. Focus on player foot 

work and being ready for the ball (not flat footed, on balls of feet). 
Don’t over coach the technique for the pass beyond they 
shouldn’t just swing at the ball.

6. Flicking drill
• Have players push or flick the ball to each other from a fairly 

close distance. This reinforces getting the foot behind the center 
of the ball and using a more effective leg motion to get power 
behind the movement. 

• Use both feet. As the players have success have them try to kick 
the ball with the same motion but from further away.

7. 1v1 –
• 2 random players on a very small field. Coach puts the ball in 

play and they both try to take control and make an easy goal. 
This should be a very quick drill so if there is no winner in a few 
seconds or the ball goes way out, just reset the drill with the next 
pair.

• Ok to have stronger and not so strong players against each other. 
• Give players advantages as well as putting it right in the middle. 
• Be careful with collisions if players are being too aggressive. 
• Run several of these concurrently with different coaches. 

8. Small sided games
• 2 v 2; 3 v 3; 4 v 4
• Vary the goal distances. Players can join as a passer to keep the 

flow even.
• Players should dribble first and only pass if they are stuck. 



Running Practice

• Practice Advice –
• Be consistent – Try to come up with a few drills that are easy to 

explain and will keep the players engaged. Run the same drills weekly 
so that the kids start to expect the drill to come up and even look 
forward to it. The faster you can get a drill going, the more time they 
are learning and having fun.

• Keep it moving - It is better to run several drills that are a few minutes 
each than it is to set up only a few long drills that take a lot of time to 
set up and then to get the drill moving. 

• Time with the ball – Make sure that each player has plenty of time with 
a ball at their feet. They are not learning by “watching”. The more 
touches they get the more they will develop. 

• Small groups – Split players up so that they get individual instruction. 
Rotate them to different stations run by separate coaches.

• Focus on engagement vs success – Some players are self motivated 
and will get it quickly. Others will need a lot of attention to get 
engaged. That is ok. Spend time on these non-engaged players so 
that they are participating. If they don’t get the drill that is ok. As long 
as they are engaged the rest will come. 

• Use your instincts - Having a good plan is fantastic. But if something’s 
not working (energy versus results), feel free to change things up.

• Drill resources – Google “U6 Coaching drills” and you will find a 
treasure trove of ideas. Some good ones:

• AYSO – Link
• Say Soccer – Link
• US Youth Soccer - Link
• Coaching Soccer 101 - Link
• Soccer Playing Guide - Link

http://www.ayso.org/For_Volunteers/coaches/coach_training_games/u6_training_games.htm#.V7QAfJMrKL4
http://www.saysoccer.org/Default.aspx?tabid=333065
http://www.usyouthsoccer.org/us_youth_soccer_introduces_practice_guides_for_the_u6-u8_u-10_and_u-12_age_groups/
http://www.coachingsoccer101.com/drills.htm
http://www.soccerplayingguide.com/u6-soccer-drills-for-kids.html


	Let the hive ball commence!!!



Managing the Game

• Coordinate with the other coaches –
• Before the game talk to the other coaches. 
• Be honest about your team’s skill level and work together to make 

sure that both teams have some form of success in the game
• If needed, work out a moment or part of the game to get the non-

engaged players into the flow. It only takes a short time to do this.
• If you feel that there is a player on the other team being too aggressive 

or scoring too many goals, talk to the coach about making it more 
balanced. Whatever you do don’t negatively address the opposing 
player directly. 

• Managing playing time
• Line-up – Have a line-up worked out ahead of time. Work different 

combinations so you don’t always have your strongest players on the 
field in the same shift. It should always rotate around with different 
combinations.

• Rotation – Sub players in/ out as makes sense. But make sure to 
leave them out there long enough to really get into the flow before you 
pull them. 

• Equal playing time – All players should play an exact equal amount of 
playing time. 

• Coaching the game – Regardless of how they looked in practice or 
last week, some games are just chaos. This is ok. 

• Shout only positive encouragement at players
• Try to reinforce simple concepts – dribble fast, don’t slow down, take 

the shot, go to the ball.
• Rotate around who initiates the restarts
• Come up with team goal celebrations so all of them feel a part of the 

goal. Make them all feel important.

• Teachable moments – Occasionally during the game when play is 
stopped you can delay the restart to make a point to your team (or the 
opposition if it’s positive). It is completely ok to briefly coach on the field, 
during the game. 



Managing the Game

• Scenarios
• Excessively scoring –

• Excessive scoring would be scoring 5+ more goals than the other 
team. There is actually a rule about this at older age groups even 
though at this age we don’t keep score. 

• If a strong player keeps scoring to the degree that your starting to 
blow out the other team, please move them back to defense and 
make them pass the ball to someone else. 

• If all your players are scoring and the other team can’t compete 
consider playing short handed 3v4 or even 2v4 to finish the 
game. 

• Excessively being scored on – Talk to the other coach about having 
their stronger players move to the back. 

• Player who is dominating – Encourage them to make a soccer move 
and then pass to someone else instead of scoring themselves. 

• Player who won’t engage – This is the most frustrating part of 
coaching. 

• Keep trying with them. Be positive. Form a relationship without 
judgment. They will eventually engage. 

• If you need to you can take them out on the field and hold their 
hand during a game. Manipulate restarts so that they get a few 
touches. It only takes a moment of success sometimes and keep 
believing eventually they will come round. 

• Hyper kid on the sideline – Also very frustrating. Decide which coach is 
going to manage the bench while the other one encourages play on 
the field. 

• Remind them that they are about ready to go in
• Come up with a team cheer or something they can do for 

encouragement for the players on the field
• Bathroom needs – Encourage parents to take care of this ahead of 

time. 



Post game

• Good games –
• Players come together to do a 2-4-6-8 cheer for the other team
• Players line up and tag hands down the line saying “good game”. No 

smartass remarks here should be exchanged.
• Parents can form a tunnel for both teams to run through after saying 

“good game”

• Team talk – Hold a brief team talk after the game. 
• Have a few positive things to say about the game as a whole as well 

as even reinforcing a few principles worked on in practice. 
• OK to call out individual players for positive praise (someone scored 

their first goal or made a good play). 
• Don’t call out individuals for negative plays.
• Make sure to rotate around your post game notes so that everyone 

gets a positive shout out occasionally. Maybe not every week but 
players do notice when their name isn’t called.

• Gather your stuff – First, encourage players and parents to help to 
clean up the team equipment and get all of it back into the bags. This is 
everyone’s job. Then make sure you get all your stuff together. Players 
always leave water bottles and sweatshirts. 

• No trash left behind – All of us are responsible for every bit of 
trash. Even if another player/ parent left it, if you see something pick it up. 
Remember there are no public waste containers out at the field so 
someone will need to take it all with them.

• Savor the good stuff, forget the no so good, move on 
– Coaching especially at the young ages will be up and down. And 
regardless of how the kids feel, we as competitive people will want our 
teams to do well each week. Know that you are awesome for just stepping 
up to coach no matter how it goes. You, like the kids, will improve with time.

	



	Mom, Dad… what does “vicarious” mean?



Managing Parents

Parents rock!! – Players don’t play without parents who support their 
participation. Make sure you thank them for getting them involved. 

Make sure that your parents:
• Help your player be on time – This is my number most 

important request. Remind them to lay out their gear the night before. 

• Make sure they have the right stuff – Clothes and gear need 
to fit properly and be in good condition. 

• Only positive cheering – Sometimes the play will be bad. Other 
teams will sometimes be rough. Please make sure your parents can keep it 
positive no matter what. If you sense someone is getting too heated 
watching, kindly ask them to watch from a distance or take a walk…

• Don’t let them coach from the sideline – Cheering and 
coaching are not the same thing. You are the coach and the players 
shouldn’t be confused as to who to listen to. 

• Don’t bring dogs to the field. SERIOUSLY. 
• Post game – Talking about the game is so much fun when you win. 

But on the ride home, every player dreads the wind up to “You know if you 
just did X, you’d play so much better”. Make sure the parents try not to 
over-coach them on the ride home…

	



Team support

• You team needs to designate a team parent –
• Organize snack list
• Organize set-up/ break down weekly
• Organize the trash collector weekly for each team
• End of season party

• Set-up /breakdown –
• A volunteer from each team will need to be present for set-up and 

breakdown of the fields each week.
• Set up Volunteers will arrive by 8:10
• Breakdown volunteers will help for 10-15 minutes after the game

• All equipment (ball bags, goals, cones) will be distributed from the 
locker each week

• A numbered cone and map will designate which field the team is 
playing on

• Based on your team’s field assignment you will carry out goals/ 
cones to the field spot

• Set up the goals on the line and put cones down the side for 
boundaries. Super simple. 

• Breakdown is simply picking up cones/ goals and putting them back 
into the locker (in an organized fashion)

• Sun shade/ blanket, etc – Get the parents to set up and take 
down something for the kids to sit on at games

• T-shirts – Some teams like to get T-shrits, swag to represent their pride. 

• Snack – keep it simple (fruit, water), ice, don’t forget

• No trash left behind – Designate a parent to bring a trash bag to 
the field each week. Even if it’s not your trash, please stop and pick it up. 
Vallecito does not have trash cans out by the field. You will have to take all 
garbage with you. 



Coaching your own child

Experiences vary for everyone and sometimes this isn’t an issue. But coaching 
your own kid can be both hard on you or sometimes the other players/ parents 
on the team. Below are some tips of things I’ve seen and learned coaching my 
own kids as well as observing others.

• Don’t coach at home – Before the game or after, resist the urge to 
start layering on your coaching spiel about how your kid can play better. 

• Keep things fair and equal - If your kid is the best or the worst, 
give them equal playing time and no special placement on the field.

• Spread praise around – Make sure to praise other kids just as 
much as you would your own. Conversely, don’t forget to give your kid the 
same amount of praise/ encouragement the others get.

• Have your co-coach handle difficult feedback – If your kid 
isn’t doing something right ask your other coach to jump in and help. Same 
for their kid. It is harder to be critiqued by your parent than another coach. 

• Discipline off the field – No matter how bad your kid is acting, try 
not to get into it with them in front of the rest of the team. Manage through 
the situation and then try to address it not as coach, but as a parent after 
the game. 

• Be objective – It is hard to see your kid as just another player. If you 
feel like you are either favoring or criticizing your child more than you 
should, feel free to take a step back. Ask for your co-coaches perspective 
or even delegate to them to manage that part of the session. 

	




